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Abstract
We report on the first formalization of the almost-development closedness criterion for confluence of
left-linear term rewrite systems and illustrate a problem we encountered while trying to formalize
the original paper proof by van Oostrom.
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1 Introduction

Recently we formalized the well-known confluence criterion by van Oostrom based on
development closed critical pairs of left-linear term rewrite systems in the proof assistant
Isabelle/HOL [6]. Here we present an extension of this result which goes back to an observation
by Toyama, namely that the condition on critical pairs can be weakened in case of overlays.
This so-called almost development-closed criterion and its commutation version have now
been integrated into the library IsaFoR1 which enables the tool CeTA [5] to certify confluence
and commutation proofs based on this criterion.

In Section 2 we recap some important definitions and basic results about term rewriting
and proof terms. The latter are used to represent multi-steps as first-order terms in the
formalized proof. In Section 3 we present a slightly adapted version of our recent formalization
of the development-closed criterion presented in [3]. In Section 4 we first illustrate why we
could not simply follow van Oostrom’s paper proof for almost development-closedness in
[9, 10]. Then we show how the proof in Section 3 can easily be extended to the more general
version. Finally, we briefly describe the adaptations necessary for the commutation version
of almost development-closed critical pairs.

HTML versions of the relevant Isabelle theory files can be found at

http://informatik-protem.uibk.ac.at/ITP2023/

and the main results in this paper are annotated by a § -symbol which directly links to the
HTML presentation.
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38:2 Formalizing Almost Development Closed Critical Pairs

2 Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with the basics of term rewriting, as can be found in [1], and only
recap some important definitions here. The multi-step relation ◦−→R is inductively defined
on terms as follows:

x ◦−→R x for all variables x,
f(s1, . . . , sn) ◦−→R f(t1, . . . , tn) if si ◦−→R ti for all 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n, and
ℓσ ◦−→R rτ if ℓ→ r ∈ R and σ(x) ◦−→R τ(x) for all x ∈ Var(ℓ).

A critical overlap (ℓ1 → r1, p, ℓ2 → r2)σ of two TRSs R1 and R2 consists of variants ℓ1 → r1
and ℓ2 → r2 of rewrite rules inR1 andR2 without common variables, a position p ∈ PosF (ℓ2),
and a most general unifier σ of ℓ1 and ℓ2|p. From a critical overlap (ℓ1 → r1, p, ℓ2 → r2)σ

we obtain a critical peak ℓ2σ[r1σ]p R1← ℓ2σ[ℓ1σ]p = ℓ2σ →R2 r2σ and the corresponding
critical pair ℓ2σ[r1σ]p R1← ⋊ →R2 r2σ. Whenever p = ϵ we say r1σ R1← ⋊ →R2 r2σ is
an overlay. A relation → is confluent if ∗← · →∗ ⊆ →∗ · ∗←. Two relations →1 and →2
commute if →∗

1 · →∗
2 ⊆ →∗

2 · →∗
1 . A relation → has the diamond property if ← · → ⊆ → · ←

and it is strongly confluent if ← · → ⊆ →= · ∗←. We say that →1 and →2 strongly commute
if 1← · →2 ⊆ →=

2 · →∗
1 . The following well-known results [1, Chapter 2] connect the diamond

property and strong confluence (strong commutation) with confluence (commutation).

▶ Lemma 1. Let →, →1 and →2 be binary relations.
1. If → has the diamond property then → is confluent.
2. If → is strongly confluent then → is confluent.
3. If →1 ⊆ →2 ⊆ →∗

1 and →2 is confluent then →1 is confluent.
4. Two strongly commuting relations commute.
5. Suppose →1 ⊆ →1′ ⊆ →∗

1 and →2 ⊆ →2′ ⊆ →∗
2. If →1′ and →2′ commute then →1 and

→2 commute. ◀

When applying this lemma to prove that (almost) development closed critical pairs imply
confluence for left-linear TRSs, we instantiate → in the first (second) item with ◦−→ to obtain
confluence of ◦−→. Then we can use the third item with the property → ⊆ ◦−→ ⊆ →∗ to
establish confluence of →. The fourth and fifth items are used for the commutation version.

We used proof terms ([7, Chapter 8]) to represent multi-steps for both the formalization
in [3] and the extension presented here. We only recap some concepts here. For a more
basic introduction including examples see [2, 3]. Proof terms are built from function symbols,
variables, and rule symbols. We use Greek letters for rule symbols. If α is a rule symbol
then lhs(α) (rhs(α)) denotes the left-hand (right-hand) side of the rewrite rule denoted by α.
Furthermore var(α) denotes the list (x1, . . . , xn) of variables appearing in α in some fixed
order. The length of this list is the arity of α. The list vpos(α) = (p1, . . . , pn) denotes the
corresponding variable positions in lhs(α) such that lhs(α)|pi = xi. Given a rule symbol α

with var(α) = (x1, . . . , xn) and terms t1, . . . , tn, we write ⟨t1, . . . , tn⟩α for the substitution
{xi 7→ ti | 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n}. Given a proof term A, its source src(A) and target tgt(A) are
computed by the following equations for st ∈ {src, tgt}:

st(x) = x st(f(A1, . . . , An)) = f(st(A1), . . . , st(An))
src(α(A1, . . . , An)) = lhs(α)⟨src(A1), . . . , src(An)⟩α
tgt(α(A1, . . . , An)) = rhs(α)⟨tgt(A1), . . . , tgt(An)⟩α

Proof terms A and B are said to be co-initial if they have the same source. A proof term A

over a TRS R is a witness of the multi-step src(A) ◦−→R tgt(A). Every multi-step is witnessed
by a proof term.
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▶ Lemma 2. For any substitution σ, proof term context C, and proof term A we have

src(Aσ) = src(src(A)σ) tgt(Aσ) = tgt(tgt(A)σ)
src(C[A]) = src(C[src(A)]) = src(C)[src(A)] tgt(C[A]) = tgt(C[tgt(A)]) ◀

The following lemma will be used to complete the proof of strong confluence of almost
development closed TRSs.

▶ Lemma 3. If s →∗ t then tgt(C[sσ]) →∗ tgt(C[tσ]) for arbitrary proof term contexts C

and arbitrary substitutions over proof terms σ. §

Proof. Straightforward induction on proof term contexts and using the fact that the rewrite
relation is closed under contexts and substitutions. ◀

The following labeling is used to measure the amount of overlap between co-initial proof
terms:

src♯(A) =


A if A ∈ V
f(src♯(A1), . . . , src♯(An)) if A = f(A1, . . . , An)
lhs♯(α)⟨src♯(A1), . . . , src♯(An)⟩α if A = α(A1, . . . , An)

where lhs♯(α) = φ(lhs(α), α, 0) with φ(t, α, i) = t if t ∈ V and φ(t, α, i) = fαi(φ(t1, α, i +
1), . . . , φ(tn, α, i + 1)) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn). The (partial) function ℓ extracts labels from
function symbols: ℓ(fαn) = αn. The amount of overlap ▲(A, B) between co-initial proof
terms A and B is defined as ▲(A, B) = |PosL(A) ∩ PosL(B)| where PosL(A) = {p ∈
Pos(src♯(A)) | ℓ(src♯(A)(p)) is defined}. This corresponds exactly to the measure used in
[9, 10]. The set overlaps(A, B) consists of all pairs (p, q) of function symbol positions in the
common source s of A and B such that
(a) ℓ(src♯(A)(p)) = α0, ℓ(src♯(B)(q)) = β0, and
(b) either p ⩽ q and ℓ(src♯(A)(q)) = α|q\p| or q < p and ℓ(src♯(B)(p)) = β|p\q|

for some rule symbols α and β. We define the following order on overlaps: (p1, q1) ⩽ (p2, q2)
iff p1 ⩽ p2 and q1 ⩽ q2. An innermost overlap of co-initial proof terms A and B is a maximal
element in overlaps(A, B) with respect to ⩽.

3 Development Closed Critical Pairs

In this section we briefly recap the already formalized confluence criterion based on develop-
ment closed critical pairs. Compared to the presentation in [3] we were able to remove some
unnecessary results about deletion and joins of proof terms from the formalization. The price
for this shortening is a greater focus on possibly less intuitive results involving substitutions
and contexts with proof terms. The big advantage however is that the extension to almost
development closed critical pairs later on is straightforward. The following definition and
theorem are due to van Oostrom [9, 10].

▶ Definition 4. A TRS R is development closed if for every critical pair s ⋊ t of R we have
s ◦−→R t.

▶ Theorem 5. If a TRS R is left-linear and development closed then ◦−→R has the diamond
property.

Formalized proof. Assume t ◦←− s ◦−→ u and let A be a proof term representing s ◦−→ t and
let B be a proof term representing s ◦−→ u. We show t ◦−→ v ◦←− u for some term v by
well-founded induction on the amount of overlap between A and B.

ITP 2023
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Base case: If ▲(A, B) = 0 then A / B and B / A are well-defined and represent the
multi-steps t ◦−→ tgt(A/B) and u ◦−→ tgt(B/A) respectively. Since tgt(A/B) = tgt(B /A)
this proves the base case of the induction.
Step case: Assume ▲(A, B) > 0. The induction hypothesis states that if A′ and B′ are
two co-initial proof terms such that ▲(A′, B′) < ▲(A, B) then there exists a term v and
and multi-steps tgt(A′) ◦−→ v ◦←− tgt(B′). We show that t ◦−→ v ◦←− u:

1. First we select an innermost overlap (p, q) and assume without loss of generality that
q ⩽ p. Let q′ = p\q and α and β be the rule symbols at positions p and q in src(A) and
src(B) such that ℓ(src♯(A)(p)) = α0 and ℓ(src♯(B)(q)) = β0. Furthermore let vpos(α) =
(p1, . . . , pn), var(α) = (x1, . . . , xn), vpos(β) = (q1, . . . , qm), and var(β) = (y1, . . . , ym)
where we assume {x1, . . . , xn} ∩ {y1, . . . , ym} = ∅ without loss of generality.

2. Then we split the proof term A into two proof terms: First the single step s → t′

represented by ∆1 = s[α(s|pp1 , . . . , s|ppn)]p and second the residual A / ∆1 witnessing
t′ ◦−→ t for some term t′. We do the same for B obtaining ∆2 = s[β(s|qq1 , . . . , s|qqm

)]q
witnessing s→ u′ and the residual B / ∆2 witnessing u′ ◦−→ u for some term u′.

3. We define the substitution

τ = {xi 7→ lhs(β)|q′pi
| 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n and q′pi ∈ Pos(lhs(β))}

∪ {yj 7→ lhs(α)|qj\q | 1 ⩽ j ⩽ m and qj\q ∈ PosF (lhs(α))}

which yields the critical peak lhs(β)[rhs(α)τ ]q′ ← lhs(β)[lhs(α)τ ]q′ = lhs(β)τ → rhs(β)τ
[3, Lemma 7.2] and the position qβ ∈ Pos(B) such that B = B[β(B1, . . . , Bm)]qβ

and src(B)[ ]q = src(B[ ]qβ
). I.e, qβ is the unique position of the rule symbol β in B

corresponding to the critical peak.
4. By the development closedness assumption we know that there exists a multi-step

lhs(β)[rhs(α)τ ]q′ ◦−→ rhs(β)τ . Let D′ be a proof term representing this multi-step.
5. Next we define the substitution

ρ = {yj 7→ Bj | 1 ⩽ j ⩽ m} ∪ {xi 7→ lhs(β)⟨B1, . . . , Bm⟩β |q′pi
| 1 ⩽ i ⩽ n}

and show that the proof term B[D′ρ]qβ
witnesses a multi-step t′ ◦−→ u [3, Lemma 7.7].

6. We show ▲(A / ∆1, B[D′ρ]qβ
) < ▲(A, B) [3, Lemma 7.8].

7. The previous items allow us to apply the induction hypothesis to obtain multi-steps
t ◦−→ v and u ◦−→ v for some common term v. ◀

4 Almost Development Closed Critical Pairs

Van Oostrom [9, 10] realized that the previous result could be strengthened analogously to
Toyama’s extension [8] for almost parallel closed term rewrite systems. The main observation
is that by proving confluence of R via strong confluence of ◦−→R instead of the diamond
property of ◦−→R, the condition on overlays can be weakened to ◦−→ · ∗← instead of ◦−→.

▶ Definition 6. A TRS R is almost development closed if for every critical pair s ⋊ t of R
1. s ◦−→ t if s ⋊ t is not an overlay,
2. s ◦−→ · ∗← t if s ⋊ t is an overlay.

Since s ◦−→ t implies s ◦−→ · ∗← t one can also simply drop the requirement that s ⋊ t is
an overlay in the second item.

▶ Theorem 7. If a TRS R is left-linear and almost development closed then ◦−→ is strongly
confluent. §

http://informatik-protem.uibk.ac.at/ITP2023/CR/Development_Closed.html#Development_Closed.mstep_strongly_confluent%7Cthm
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Strong confluence of ◦−→R immediately yields confluence of the TRS R by Lemma 1.

▶ Corollary 8. Left-linear, almost development closed TRSs are confluent. ◀

4.1 Original Proof
In [9, 10] van Oostrom indicates that the induction part of the proof of Theorem 5 can be
easily adapted for proving Theorem 7, only the base case becomes more difficult since the
possibility of overlays needs to be taken into account here. To be precise, in [9] it is stated
that the second part of the proof of Theorem 5 “can be essentially followed, proving strong
confluence instead of the diamond property . . . and changing the measure defined above by
not counting the function symbols in critical intersections for overlays.” And according to
[10] “The idea is not to take symbols taking part in overlays between the development steps
into account, for the amount of interference. This changes nothing in the second (induction)
part of the proof.” Hence a natural first step to formalizing Theorem 7 seems to be defining
the new measure – let us call it ▲′ – as follows:

▶ Definition 9. ▲′(A, B) = {p | ℓ(src♯(A)(p)) = αm, ℓ(src♯(A)(p)) = βn and m ̸= n for
some α, β, m and n}

As indicated in [9, 10] proving strong confluence of ◦−→ should now proceed as in the proof
of Theorem 5, where the inductive case should be easy using the new measure. However, as
the following example shows, things are not that easy. The problem is that function positions,
that were previously not counted because they were involved in overlays, might be counted
after constructing B[D′ρ]qβ

.

▶ Example 10. The TRS consisting of the five rewrite rules

α : f(g(x), a)→ f(x, a) γ : g(a)→ b ϵ : f(b, a)→ f(a, a)
β : f(g(g(y1)), y2)→ f(g(y1), y2) δ : g(b)→ g(a)

is left-linear and development closed2 and hence also almost development closed.
Consider the proof terms A = α(γ) and B = β(a, a). We have

src♯(A) = fα0(gα1(gγ0(aγ1)), aβ1) and src♯(B) = fβ0(gβ1(gβ2(a)), a)

and hence ▲(A, B) = 3. The function symbols at positions ϵ and 1 do not count in the
new measure since they correspond to the overlay between rules α and β. So ▲′(A, B) = 1.
Now we pick the innermost overlap between γ in A and β in B. So ∆1 = f(g(γ), a) and
∆2 = β(a, a). The critical peak is f(g(b), y2) ← f(g(g(a)), y2) → f(g(a), y2). It can be
closed by simply applying rule δ at position 1 – as a proof term take D′ = f(δ, y2). Since
ρ = {y1 7→ a, y2 7→ a, x 7→ g(a)} and qβ = ϵ we have B[D′ρ]qβ

= D′ρ = f(δ, a) and
A / ∆1 = α(b), and hence

src♯(B[D′ρ]qβ
) = f(gδ0(bδ1), a) src♯(A / ∆1) = fα0(gα1(b), aα1)

▲′(A / ∆1, B[D′ρ]qβ
) = ▲(A / ∆1, B[D′ρ]qβ

) = 1

Note that the measure ▲′ did not decrease, showing that proving Theorem 7 in this way is
impossible.

2 This is easily verified using CSI [4] together with CeTA.

ITP 2023
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4.2 Formalized Proof
We found that keeping the measure ▲ and doing a simple case distinction in the inductive
step suffices to show strong confluence of ◦−→.

Proof of Theorem 7 (Adaptations). The proof requires only minimal changes to the proof
of Theorem 5. We only highlight the differences here. Assume t ◦←− s ◦−→ u and let A be
a proof term representing s ◦−→ t and let B be a proof term representing s ◦−→ u. We show
t ◦−→ v ∗← u for some term v by well-founded induction on the amount of overlap between A

and B.
Base case: Just like in the proof of Theorem 5 we obtain the residuals A / B and
B / A. Since tgt(A / B) = tgt(B / A) and ◦−→ ⊆ →∗ this implies t ◦−→ v ∗← u for
v = tgt(A / B) = tgt(B / A).
Step case: Items 1–3 of the proof of Theorem 5 remain almost exactly the same. Since
strong confluence is an asymmetric condition, we cannot simply assume without loss
of generality that q ⩽ p. However, the two cases q < p and p < q still work as in
the proof of Theorem 5 by constructing a proof term for tgt(∆1) ◦−→ tgt(B / ∆2) and
tgt(∆2) ◦−→ tgt(A / ∆1) respectively and showing that the measure decreases for the new
steps. In both cases this allows us to apply the induction hypothesis and obtain steps
t ◦−→ v ∗← u. If p = q then we have an overlay and the remainder of the proof changes as
follows. A graphical representation of this case is displayed in Figure 1.

4. By the almost development closedness assumption there exists a term v′, a proof term
D′ witnessing rhs(α)τ ◦−→ v′, and a rewrite sequence rhs(β)τ →∗ v′.

5. We define the substitution ρ as in item 5 of the previous proof and show that B[D′ρ]qβ

witnesses a multi-step t′ ◦−→ w for some term w.
6. Again ▲(A / ∆1, B[D′ρ]qβ

) < ▲(A, B) just like in the previous proof.
7. We apply the induction hypothesis to obtain a term v, multi-step t ◦−→ v, and rewrite

sequence w →∗ v.
8. It remains to show that there exists a rewrite sequence u→∗ w. Since u = tgt(B) =

tgt(B / ∆1) we know u = tgt(B[rhs(β)τρ]qβ
) using properties of τ and ρ. Moreover

since w = tgt(B[D′ρ]qβ
) and tgt(D′) = v′ we know w = tgt(B[v′ρ]qβ

) by an application
of Lemma 2. From item 4 we know that there exists a rewrite sequence rhs(β)τ →∗ v′

so together with Lemma 3 we obtain the desired rewrite sequence u→∗ w. ◀

In the formalized proof we combined the cases q = p and q < p since in both cases steps
4–8 from the proof above can be applied, and dropping the additional case distinction saves
a few lines of code.

4.3 Commutation
Theorem 7 can easily be extended to commutation. For proving commutation it is important
to keep track of the underlying TRS for each proof term involved in the proof. In the
formalization this is done via the predicate wf_pterm R. The predicate checks whether all
rule symbols belong to a certain TRS R (and whether the correct number of arguments is
provided for each rule symbol). It is easy to see that whenever A ∈ wf_pterm R1 and B ∈
wf_pterm R2 and A / B is defined then A / B ∈ wf_pterm R1 §. Similar results hold for
contexts and subsitutions of proof terms, e.g. if A ∈ wf_pterm R1 and σ a substitution from
variables to proof terms over R1 then Aσ ∈ wf_pterm R1.

▶ Theorem 11. Let R1 and R2 be left-linear TRSs. If
1. s ◦−→R2 · →∗

R1
t for all critical pairs s R1← ⋊→R2 t, and

2. s ◦−→R1 t for all critical pairs s R2← ⋊→R1 t which are not overlays
then →R1 and →R2 commute. §

http://informatik-protem.uibk.ac.at/ITP2023/Proof_Terms/Residual_Join_Deletion.html#Residual_Join_Deletion.residual_well_defined%7Cthm
http://informatik-protem.uibk.ac.at/ITP2023/CR/Development_Closed.html#Development_Closed.mstep_closed_imp_commute%7Cthm
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s

t′

t

u′

w

u

v

∆1

A / ∆1

∆2 B / ∆2

B[D′ρ]qβ

∗

∗

lhs(α)τ = lhs(β)τ rhs(β)τ

rhs(α)τ v′

α

β

D′

∗assumption

IH

Figure 1 Overlay case in the proof of Theorem 7.

Proof (Adaptations). According to Lemma 1 it suffices to show strong commutation of
◦−→R1 and ◦−→R2 . Assume t ◦←−R1 s ◦−→R2 u and let A ∈ wf_pterm R1 be a proof term

representing s ◦−→R1 t and let B ∈ wf_pterm R2 be a proof term representing s ◦−→R2 u.
We show t ◦−→R2 v →∗

R1
u for some term v by induction on ▲(A, B). The base case now

additionally requires that A / B ∈ wf_pterm R1 and B / A ∈ wf_pterm R2, which is easy
to show as mentioned above. For the step case similar observations hold. In particular
B[D′ρ]qβ

∈ wf_pterm R2 since by assumption D′ ∈ wf_pterm R2 and the substitution ρ maps
to subterms of B which are also in wf_pterm R2. Hence all arrows pointing to the right
in Figure 1 can be labeled with R2 and all arrows pointing down can be labeled with R1.
Consequently, the proof of Theorem 7 can be followed again. ◀

5 Conclusion

We described extensions of our recent formalization of the development-closedness criterion to
almost development closed critical pairs and commutation. During the process of formalizing
these extensions we were able to simplify the formalization in [3] to the one presented here in
Section 3. This version allowed for a straightforward adaptation to almost development closed
critical pairs. The amount of Isabelle code before and after implementing the extension stayed
roughly the same, since some previous results could be dropped while only one really new
lemma (Lemma 3) had to be added in addition to the case distinction described in Section 4.
Some more work was required to provide an executable “check”-function to integrate the
result into CeTA.3 Extending Theorem 7 to the commutation version (Theorem 11) was even
more straightforward and required only minimal adaptations by providing more information
about which proof term belongs to which of the two involved TRSs.
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